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The course of the air war during the years 1939 - 1941 was doninatod
by the superiority of the German Air Force, The unchallenged air supremacy
which our aircraft swiftly attained in all theatres of war enabled a vigorous-
offensive policy to be employed. This then becaiuo an important factor in
the whole conduct of the war. The flexibility in attack over v/ide aneas

of the Air Force gave modem war its character. The determination to wage
a battle of annihilation, and the mass breakthroughs effected to the very
source of -chc onory's power have determined its course.

Poland,

In the battles in Poland the independently operating Air Force
The tasks which it wasmade its first appearance as a decisive weapon,

allotted ¥/ore part of a concentrated effort to accomplish the rapid defeat
of the enemy and embraced:-

(1) The destruction of the Polish Air Force with its ground and main

tenance organisations.

(2) Support of the /urmy in order to bring about a breakthrough and

rapid advance.

(3) Attack on the defensive installations and munition factories of

Warsaw,

implement this plan, two Luftflotten comprising 1538 aircraft
e. Against this force the Polish Air Force could only

To

were available

muster 400 battle-worthy aircraft.

After a mere two days the mastery of the air over Poland had been

The enemy Air Force was dislocated by attacks and forced to useattained,

emergenqy airfields in the rear, and it was therefore impossible for him to
co-ordinate his air attacks. /dr support for the Ar^-y could thus be given
priority earlier than had boon anticipated.

The whole of the Polish deployment was hindered by systematic
attacks on railway stations, goods yards and lines. It was possible, in
some cases, tu stop troop mvements altogether. By the destruction of

bridges and crossings over the Vistula the withdrawal of the Polish i'irr.y was
so delayed that it was encircled. The constant attack on the enci'iy by
close support formations made the advance of German troops easier and more
rapid. It assisted the penetration of defences and, in close co-operation
vdth the /iriuy, destroyed eneny positions, pockets of resistance and spear
heads.

The mass attack on Yfarsav/, carried out by Luftflotten 1 and 4,
the 15th Septer.Tber 1939, broke the resistance of the defenders and led

to an early conTpletion of the "Battle of Poland",

In the first days of September 1939, 483 aircraft were employed
against eneiiy air fonuations. For the indirect support of the ij?iuy during

/the

on

(1) The units under the direct command of the 0b.d,L, are not included.
Of the two Luftflotten the following numbers wore employed: 8 Aufklaerungs-
staffeln, 21 Kampfgruppen, 8^ Stukagruppen, 1 Schlachtgruppe, 5 Zerstoerer-
gruppen and 5 Jagdgruppen,
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the Polish retreat over the Vistula-San line 48O6 aircraft were brought
into use; for the direct support of ground forces 3740 v/erc enployed.
The ratio of aircraft er.Tployed in the strategic air war to those used in
close co-operation v/ith the Arr^y v/as thus 5:4.

In this nanner the Luftflotte played a decisive part in the
successful conclusion of the battle in Poland,

(1) The overwhelming surprise of the attack. ■

(2) Carefully planned mass attacks and concentrations of fores,

(3) The haphazard direction of the Polish

(4) Superiority in men and materials.

.Deniaark and No rv/ay,

Success was achieved by

Air Force,

:-

Y/ith the occupation^of Denmark and Norv/ay, coraaencing on the
9th ji.pril I94O} the Luftv/affe was set a nov/ and unusually difficult task:-

Tho capture of all important military strongpoints in the new
battle area by largo scale landings from the air.

Action against the British North Sea fleet and prevention of any
attei-Tpts at a large sca.lo invasion of Scandinavia by the enei:y.

(1)

(2)

(3) Support for, and the supplying of, the arr-iy and naval units

involved in the occupation.

The carrying out of these tasks was entrusted to Pliegorkorps X

v/hich consisted of 12 Kaiopfgruppen ^pmbors) , 1 Stukagruppo, 1 Kuestengruppe
Coastal), 2 Zerstoerergruppen (Twin-engined fighters), 1 Jagdgruppe
Single-engined fighters) and 14 Transportgruppen.
Air Force was so weak as to play a negligible part,
not in a position to interfere seriously with the Gorman air attack.

The opposing Norwegimi
Even the British wore

For the success of the plan, rapid occupation of Denmark and the

capture of airbases in the area, Oslo, ICristiMisand, Stavanger, Bergen and
Dronthoin wore of the greatest importance, ■ Irxicdiately after the landing
of parachute and airborne troops, fighters arrived at the Norv/egian air
fields, to be followed by.reconnaissance and bomber formations,

important attacks on the enemy fleet were carried out v/ith increasing
Assa'ults of particular intensity v/erc directed against enemy

These

In the mean-

The all

success,

landings at Namsos and Ymdalsnes by fighter and Stuka formations,

were also engaged against concentrations in the Narvik area,

time transport units were, together with the Navy, bringing up large
quantities of supplies and reirjforceinents,
the sole means of supplying the north of Noiway,

Until the 5th May they were

According to the final communique on the Norwegian campaign,
issued by the Fuehrerhauptquartier, the Luftwaffe was the "deciding factor
in the success of the operation". YYithout its assistance the occupation

of that Country would have been impossible.

The Campaign in the YYest,

In the meantime, v/ith the beginning of the campaign against
Holland, Belgium and Prance on the 10th May 1940, the Luftv/affe became
involved in a new series of attacks.

The objects of these attacks, based on previous battle experi
ence were:-

/(1)
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0) The destruction of the enemy's Air Eorces and their sources of
supply.

Indirect and direct support of the Amqy,

Attacks on eneny harbours and shipping.

(2)

(3)

These tasks were entrusted to Luftflotten 2 and 3.
strength of 5142 aircraft, the Luftwaffe had 3824 serviceable aircraft
available at that timevi). Cotnp'ared with this, the Allies (including the
Belgian and Dutch Air Forces) had 6000 aircraft, of v/hich 3000 v/orc at
continental bases.

Out of a

Right at the outset of the ccunpaign the full weight of the Gorraan
air offensive simultaneously hammered the ground organisations of the
Netherlands, Belgium and Northern Prance. The Dutch and Belgian Air Forces
were destroyed and the Pranco-British Air Forces v/ere hard hit and forced to

use bases in the rear. Co-ordinated operations by the Allies, v>rhieh from
then onv^ards had become very difficult, were further hindered by the
destruction of the Potez Works and 10 maintenance depots. In this manner,
it was once more possible to gain mastery of the air at an early date, and
to concentrate on Army support operations.

The successful airborne operations in Holland and Belgium had

created the conditions necessary for a rapid advance by the Arny,
represented the beginnings of a new type of v/arfare in v^hich it was possible
by landing in the rear of the enemy with the aid of the Air Force to over-

After the defeat of the Allied flyers, the incessant ■

They

come strong positions,
air attacks on enemy troops,' particularly the demoralising effect of "Stuka"

attacks, had a decisive influence on the rapid progress of operations,
thrust tov/ards the Channel could only be undertaken if both flanks of the
salient were protected by constant reconnaissance and attack.

The

German

bombing of shipping and harbours reached a climax during the encirclement

of the Anglo-French troops in the Dunkirk area.

The psychological effect of Gorman air superiority, and the use

lessness of resistance to it, must be taken into account when considering
the collapse of French resistance.

Once again concentration and determination in air attack had
In independent operations to attain mastery of the air,proved its worth,

in the destruotion of largo industrial areas, and in operational and
tactical co-operation v/ith Army and Navy, the Luftv/affe was able to win
decisive victories.

Air War Against England.

After the fall of France, the German air formations were to destroy
the R.A.P. and its ground organisation, and also the economic war potential,
and therefore the resistance, of Britain,

August 13th 1940 saw the opening of the air offensive against
England, carried out by Luftflotten 2, 3 and 5 from bases in Prance,
Belgium, Holland and Norway,
of which 3306 were serviceable

The Luftwaffe had, at that date 4632 aircraft,
(2), Of these 1 Pemaufklaerergruppe (long

/range

(1) Out of an average of 3824 serviceable aircraft there v/ere 591 reconnais
sance aircraft, 1120 bombers, 342 Stukas, 42 ground attack aircraft, 248 T.E.
fighters, 1016 S.E. fighters, 40I transport aircraft and 154 seaplanes,

(2) Of an average of 3306 serviceable aircraft there were 390 reconnaissance,
981 bombers, 336 Stukas, 34 ground attack, 282 T.E, fighters, 282 S.E,
fighters, 288 transport aircraft, and I56 seaplanes.
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range rocon.), 4 Nahaufklacrergruppen (short range rc-con.), H.Fernauf-
klacrerstaffcln, 2 Nahaufklaorcrstaffeln, 10 Kai'npfgesch'vvader  (boiriber),
14 Kampfgruppen, 1 Stuka gesetaTader, 6 Stukagruppen, 1 Zerstoerergesoh^^ader
(T.E. fighters), 3 Zerstoerergruppen, 7 Jagdgeschwader (S.E, fighters),
3 Jagdgruppen, 1 NachtgeschVirader (night fighters), 2 Transportstaffcln,
and 3 Kuestonfliegergruppen (coastal) ?/ere used in the attack on England.

The strength of the British air defences had remained unimpaired
by the campaign in the West, The R.A,F. had over 675 fighters, 860
bombers and 402 reconnaissance aircraft a.vailable in July 1940,

This ne\7 attack, which lasted until the start of the campaign in
the East, was divided into five phases.

In the first phase the objective v/as, as in the cases of the
Polish and French Air Forces, the destruction of the R,A.P. In August
1940, over 1000 separate attacks were made on the enemy Air Force and
aircraft industry. It was, ho'v/ever, not possible to achieve the hoped for
mastery of the air over the South of England. From this, tv7o basic facts
were apparent

.(l) The impossibility of achieving and retaining air superiority
without occupying the eneny's territory,

(2) The impossibility of forcing a decision by air offensive alone.

The second phase was marked by concentrated attacks on ports such
as Plymouth and Liverpool, which ̂ 7crc of predominantly politico-economic
importance.

London with the object of striking at the political and economic centre of
the British Empire and in particular, the destruction of military supply
and production centres.

In addition, regular, reprisal raids v/ere carried out on

As proof of the success of these operations, the evacuation of

i.iany production plants shov/ed that_ a good deal of disruption had been
caused to British industry.

The third phase, from November 1940 to February 1941, was distin
guished from the previous one only in the choice of targets and the improve
ment in accuracy and method of attack,
lations at Birmingham, Jolvcrhampton, Manchester, Liverpool-Birkenhead,
Southampton, Sheffield, Portsmouth, Bristol-Avoniuouth, Cardiff, Plymouth,
Sv/ansea, Derby and Hull were subjected to heavy and repeated attacks during
the winter months,
difficulties.

Coventry and the industrial instal-

British industry v/as thus beset by increasing

With the advent of more suitable weather conditions in March 1941,
the air offensive on England entered a fourth phase,
the shifting of the attack to harbour installations, which formed an essential
link in the English supply life-line,
a.ttacked,

at the saiue time, the enemy air bases used for attacks on the Reich and
occupied territories v/ere repeatedly attacked and renewed and exceptionally
heavy reprisal raids -were directed against London.

This V7as narked by

The eneiy coast V7as mined and shipping
Damage to ports was considerable and shipping losses rose rapidly.

The fifth phase v/as the result of a change of policy and a re

grouping of forces engendered by the preparations for the campaign in the
nast. The chief duties of the remaining formations of Luftflotte 3 lay in
attacking the more important ports and shipping and the mining of estuaries.
Apart from occasional reprisal raids, heavy attacks ceased.

In general, the 10 months of uninterrupted attacks on the British

Isles Y/ere oD considerable importance in the subsequent unfolding of events.
Even if this purely strategic air offensive did not force any decisions, the

/damage
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damage to enemy supplies and economy was nevertheless great,
the air offensive on aircraft production and, therefore on the striking po¥/er
of the R,A,P., cannot be denied. It was t\7o years before the R, A.P. was
able to deal any effective counter blows. Thus the time v/hen the Reich
T/ould come under heavy attack had been delayed. Our flyers had assured
that the Russian offensive would not be under-rained from the

The Balkan Gaiijpai gn.

The effect of

rear.

With the commencement of the campaign in the Balkans on the 6th
April 1941, the centre of gravity of the German air offensive shifted
gradually from 'West to East,
the follov/ing tasks

(1) Effective support for the Army *by attacks on the battlefield and
by the elimination of enemy resistance in the rear areas.

(2) The carrying out of an airborne invasion of Crete.

Luftflotte 4, which was entrusted v/ith these plans, had no diffi
culty in attaining unchallenged mastery of the air from a numerically weak
eneiiy right at the outset* Itvcommanded 1 Pernaufklaercrstaffel,
1 Karapfgeschv/ader, 7 Kampfgruppen, 7 Stukagruppen, 2 Zerstoerergruppen,
7 Jagdgruppen £md 3 Jagdstaffeln.

In this undertaking the Luftoaffe i.7as set

As in Jugoslavia, so in Greece, was it possible to attain decisive
successes and thus to bring operations rapidly to  a definite conclusion.

The undertaking in Crete came neither as an operational nor as a
tactical surprise to the eneny. A necessary condition for the success of
the operation vms once again quite clearly air supremacy. Victory was
attained through the heroism of the paratroopers and mountain troops
engaged. Their task ivas greatly facilitated by the uninterrupted activity
of the air transport units and of formations of Pliegerkorps VIII.

II.

1941-194^1-.

Henceforth, the air v/as characterised by the fact that tho Luftwaffe
could no longer concentrate its activities on the fighting of a single
cajupaign, but was forced to divide its strength between a number of theatres
of v/ar.

sector, and led to the abandonment of strategic air v/arfare in favour of

close support operations for the Army and Navy.

The Caiupaign in Russia.

This inevitably caused a reduction in striking power in each

Developments from the beginning of the Russian campaign on the

22nd June 1941, showed the need for such a change of policy,
of past experience, the operational plains laid down the follovong tasks for
the Luftwaffe:-

(1) Destruction of the enemy Air Force.

(2) Support for the Array by:-

(a) attacks on road and rail movements;

(b) close support on the battlefield.

On the basis

/To

(1) The Jugoslav Air Force had at its disposal on the 15th February 1941,
a total of over 357 military aircraft, consisting of 32 reconnaissance
aircraft, 171 bombers and 154 fighters.
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.  To operate this plan, Luftflottsn h, 2, 1 and parts of Luftflotte 5
r ''1^° appropriate Heoresgruppen (Arny Groups). With a

^ trength of aircraft, of which 3701 were serviceable Uy, the Luftwaffe
md a total of pver 2150 front-line aircraft, conprising 21 Femaufklaorcr-
itaffeln, 51 Nohaufklaererstaffeln, 31 Kaapfgrupponj 8 Stukagruppen,
I3 Schlachtgruppen, 2 Zerstoerergruppen arid 19 Jagdgruppen.

Tho Soviet Air Force was estiiaated by Listening Service reports
to have double this strength; On the basis of Soviet losses, this soon
proved to have been a very conservative estiaate. For the first tine
therefore, our flyers had, at the outset of a canpaign,
nunerically superior enei-y.

to contend with -a

exertion of the naxiinun effort, the first blows were aimed with
evening of the second day

of battle the eneny had lost 2582 aircraft and it was then believed that the
numbers had been equalised. It was therefore possible to use the heavy
bonber fornations in direct support of the Arny and they
contribution towards the success of the ground forces
particularly successful against traffic installations
enemy's roar.

nade a large
The offensive was

and railroads in the

As most Soviet production plants were out of range, this
proved to be the most dainaging policy. The ain was to prevent the Russians
iron escaping in the vast spaces and fron digging in behind the Dnjeper-
Lvina line. In the battle of encirclement it v/as the intention to prevent
the eneny from breaking out.

It v/as not possible, however, to attain
air between June and December 1941*

a consistent mastery of the
,  . . Constant moves and the difficulty of
bringing up supplies and reinforcements sapped the strength of the Luftv/affc.
The deeper the Army penetrated into Russia, the greater iTas the demand for
air support. Raids on industrial centres becaiee more and more infrequent,
and with the connencement of the winter battles, the situation demanded the
•enstant attention of the greater part of the Air Force to close
xe Arny.

support for

The tremendous losses suffered by tho Russians did not, however,
lead to the end of the v/ar. Although the Red Air Force had sacrificed
20,392 aircraft, it could not be eliminated. It was simply not possible,
with the aircraft available, to give assistance ever3rv7here» ^in effective
fight against the enemy Air Force and close support of the Air.y were not to
be achieved simultaneously.

I’he Mediterranean, 1941-1942,

ViTith the inclusion of Worth /d'rica in the sphere of operations of
the Y/chrnacht, it bcca:ie necessary to employ units of the Luftwaffe in the
ivleditcrranean Theatre,

Sicily,
the East.

Since December 1940, Fliegerkorps X had been in
A year later it was joined by Luftflotte 2, newly relieved from
For the time being the number of serviceable aircraft was small.

In January 1942, it consisted of an average daily strength of I54 aircraft,
comprising 10 reconnaissance, 55 bombers, 3 T.E. fighters and 86 S.E.
filter aircraft. The cneny's position v/as somev/hat similar.

The tasks to be carried out in the Mediterranean

The neutralisation of Malta.

Disruption of enery shipping to Eg/pt.

Support for the airmy in ilfrica.

Of the air operations during 1941/42, the outstanding event

/the

1) Out of an average of 3701 aircraft there were 593 reconnaissance
aircraft, 1030 bombers, 302 Stukas, 130 T.E. fighters, 127I S.E. fighters,
231 transport aircraft and 11^ seaplanes.

were;-

(1)

(2)

(3)

v/as
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the offensive on Malta,

so heavily that it Had little value to the ener:^ as an air or supply bo.se.
Interference v/ith eneqy shipping in the ivfediterranean was not very effective.
As a result of the onei.'jy's increasingly strong defences, attacks becane
increasingly difficult and alnost inpossible in dayli^t fror.i 1942 onwards.

Units of "Pliegcrfuehrer i\frika", forned fron elenents of Plieger-
korps X took over the close support of the Ari'-iy as fron February 13th, 1941 ̂
their offensive being concentrated on the British desert defences,
destruction of these they nade a considerable contribution towards the .
speeding up of land operation
was, for the first tine, a noticeable increase in the air activity of the
English. 'The eneny had, fron past experience, greatly inTproved and
strengthened his Air Force,

The Air- i7ar in the West, 1941-1942,

It was possible, for a tine, to attack the island

By the

This T/as the nore laudable in that there

2

German air operations in the West during the year 1941/42 were
ovcrehadovrod by events in the East and South, Luftflotte 3, the sole
renaining fonuation in the West, had, apart from its fighter strength, only
2 Kaiupfgeschv/ader and 2 Kucstenfliegergruppen available. In August, 1941,
the average daily operational strength was 186 aircraft of which 13
reconnaissance, 23 bonbor and 150 fighter aircraft. For individual attacks

in force, Kaiupfgruppen v/ould be tenporarily withdravm from other theatres of
war.

This liraited force v/as to assist the Navy in its battle against
the British supply lines by;-

(1) Attacking the nore important ports,

(2) Mining of sea approaches.

(3) Destruction of shipping in the sea areas around England and in the
Atlantic.

The raids on the most inpobtant ports, such as Liverpool and

Ne\7castlo, vrere carried out in accordance with well tried tactics and in

many instances caused considerable damage,
conditions these attacks fell off during the Autumn of 1941.

Due to adverse weather

In the following months, minelaying operations were carried out

in the approaches to the important ports as far north as Newcastle and'

Liverpool, Whereas bombing v/as usually done on moonlit nights, minelaying
was more successful on overcast nights and in weather conditions unsuitable

for attacks in strength. Successes, on which information was generally
delayed and only partial, caused appreciable stoppages and casuadties

amongst Gneqy shipping.

Attacks on shipping were particularly effective in the waters

between the Thames Estuary and Flaiuborou^ Head, Here, appreciable losses
were inflicted on the convoys passing to the Worth and South at regular
intervals and on fixed routes.

The course of these battles was, by and large, already indicative

of the changing nature of the overall v?ar situation - the change-over to a
defensive policy imposed by the air supieriority of the ener.'y.

The Eastern Front 1942-1944,

The changed position was again made quite clear by the activities
of the Luftv/affe in the East from .1942 onv/ards.

activities on the ground fbn.ied the, outstanding indication of the course of
events.

The close connection with

The tasks of the Luftflotten embraced' in general the support of

/ the
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the fighting /jrny, each in close co-operation vj-ith a particular Heercs-
gruppe.

With a total overall strength of 6821 aircraft in the Luftwaffe in
July 1942, of which 4264 were serviceable^'', the total eiuployed by fon:,ia-
tions in the East fluctuated betv/een 2000 and 30OO. 

’

The Red Air Force had risen anew after the shattering blows of

1941, strengthened and nodernised, with its personnel tr^p^ed on Geman
lines. By 1942 it already had 5000 front lino aircraft

The forn of Gendon air operations during the year 1942 was noulded
'liy the attacks carried out by ground forces in the Southern sector, in the
direction of the Volga and the Caucasus. In the main, the fomations batt
ling ahead with the licty wore occupied v/ith close support attacks. 4/5 of
the bomber strength was employed in irxiediate support of ground operations.
Only a few v/ere given the task of attacking targets deep in ener-iy territory.
It was more often in the Middle and Northern sectors of the Eastern Front

that, when the situation permitted, attacks were made over a v/ider airea.

They were especially aimed at munition factories in Gorki, Rybinsk, Moscow
amd Leningrad, the harbours of Hurnansk amd Archangel and the all important
railway network.

In view of the disadvantageous results of these close ties with

the I'iTmy, the year 1943 was narked by the efforts' made to adopt a strategic
bombing policy,
bettveen battles, on the tank factory at Gorki ;ind the synthetic rubber

T/ith the start of the Soviet suj'Xjer offensive, hov/ever,
the pressure of circumstances forced all formations to return to close

support of the Army,
possible to give any attention to troop concentrations behind the enoiry's
front.

This led to the heavy attacks carried out in the intervals

plant at Jaroslavl.

Thus our air power was dissi'pated and it v/as not

•

In 1944, Fliegorkorps IV Viras given the task of renewing the long
range bomber offensive ;against conaunications in the eneriy's rear,
results were obtained by using methods employed in Western air operations,
modified to suit conditions in the East,

activities of the Air Force were still closely allied with those of the

In 1943, QOfo of the operations v/erc devoted to tactical co-operation

Good

In general, however, the

arr.^,

•'..ith the iiTL-Q?-, and 1944 showed no appreciable difference.

.;jrica and Italy, 1943-1944.

lifter the successful landing of inglo-iimerican forces in French

North Tifrica, the LuftT,/affe in the Mediterranean was, as elsewhere, forced
more and more on the defensive.

V/'ithin this policy it 'was given a threefold objective:-

The holding dovm of jJlied forces in North iifrica.

Maintenance of the blockade in the Sicilian channel.

Obstructing any direct attack on the German fortress of Southern
Europe,

(1)

(2)

(3)

The formations of Luftflotte 2 assigned to.this task had an

average daily operational strength in April 1943 of 432 aircraft,
these 30 v/sre reconnaissance, 109 bomber and 293 fighter aircraft.

Of

/At

(1) Of the average of 4264 aircraft serviceable in July 1942 therc were
486 reconnaissance aircraft, 1237 bombers, 369 Stukas, 278 T.E. fighters,
1253 S.E. fighters, 529 transport aircraft and 112 seaplanes,

(2) Of these approx. ^5% were U 2's, used as auxiliaiy bombers and courier
aircraft.
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At the same tij^ie the Allies had increased their strength throughout
the ’Ahole Mediterranean theatre to 4500 aircraft,
fighters, 1350 modiui;i bonhers and 450 heavy bombe

Nevertheless, considerable successes were achieved even hero.
Irrefutable proof of this wore the heavy casualties suffered by the eneny in
Africa, the bitter fighting for Sicily and the costly Anglo-American advance
in Southern Italy. Despite its numerical disadvantage, the Air Force.,wa-s ■
.able to , strike pov/erful blows in support of the Arny,

Against enery shipping in the Mediterranean and against the
invasion fleets off Sicily, Salerno and Nottuno successes were also achieved,
vtiich proved costly in men and materials to the British and Americans,
the suixier of 1944, however, the encr.y Air Force was in a position to hamper
the r;Tovenents of the Gorman Arry to a great extent* It was possible for
the German flyers to achieve only a temporary and local mastery of the
situation.

They comi-nanded 2700
rs.

In

7iir War in the V/est, 1942-19Z|4.

A new policy came into force in the West from April, 1942 onwards,
as the terror attacks on the Reich v/hich the enery had started made it
necessary to carry out reprisals.

IVheroas the number of enoiy aircraft was steadily increasing, the
strength of our own flyers in the west remained the saiue.
were therefore flown by an average of only between 40 and 70 aircraft,
were directed chiefly against the tovms of Exeter, Bath, Sunderland, Newcastle,
York, Norwich, Bedford, Canterbury and Weston-super-Mare.

The reprisal raids

They

At the same time, efforts were made to keep the previous objectives
in view, i/Iinclaying and attacks on shipping had to be continued as far as

possible. This required the maximum of effort from all personnel. The
difficulties involved in the air war on England thus reached a climax in the

Spring of 1943. Nuisance raids Y/ere confined almost entirely to South and
South-East England, while destructive raids wore only successful to a small

extent. Even the larger scale operations were only carried out against toTms
near the coast, such as Hull, Norwich, Ipswich, Chelmsford, Portsmouth,
Plymouth, Cardiff etc. Reprisal raids v/ere not renevred until the beginning
of 1944, when, for the first time since Hay, 1941, attacks could be directed
against the British capital.

The Air War against the Reich.

In the meantime the Anglo-American attacks on the Reich territories

v/ere increasing in tempo and v/eight. In Hay, 1944, 777 S.E. fij^ters and
20 T.E. fii^tors were available for the defence of the Reich* Endeavours

Y/erc made to concentrate and co-ordinate to the highest degree possible the
formations attacking the bomber streams. Despite this, eneiy losses
decreased, duo to the increased range of their fighter cover and heavier

defensive armament on the bombers. In the daylight attacks they dropped
from 5.5^ in January 1944, to 1.4fo in July, At night, the eneny'lost 6/o
in January and 2.6^^ in July. Our ovm losses, on the other hand, stood at
Bfo by day in January and by July. At ni^^t they yjorc in January
and 4,5i^ In July,

Due to their nui-ierical inferiority, the defenders of the Reich

Y/ere not able at that time to hinder to any extent the blov/s struck by the
eneiy at Geriuan residential quarters and industrial centres.

Prom the choice of targets it v/as possible clearly to recognise a
In the first half of 1943, the Allies chiefly made terrorplan of attack,

attacks on Genman tovms, at the saame tiiue attempting to hit any industrial
and munition plants. ToYYards the middle of the year these increased in

/vreight
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weight to "Obliteration Raids" on residential areas, industrial installa

tions and cor-iiaunications. During the Spring of 1944, the ener.-y's offen
sive was concentrated on comunications and the aircraft industry, in
particular that part of it concerned v/ith fighter production. In the
middle of May, 1944, the Allied incursions over the Reich were directed

against German fuel production, a largo proportion of which was brought to
a standstill.

The Invasion,

The Invasion set new problems for the Luftwaffe in the West,

NunericaJLly Luftflotte 3 was far v/eaker than the enemy. It only had 496
aircraft. Of these 6l v/ere reconnaissance, I74 bombers, 37 T,E. fighters,
38 ground attack (including fast bombers), and I86 S.Iil, fighter aircraft.

In comparison the strength of the ener.’y Air Force ’was 12,200
aircraft, consisting of 5400 fighters, 5500 long range bombers and 1300
medium and light bombers.

The task facing the German Air Force v/as that of lending irx:ediate

support to the Army in its desparate defensive struggle, by means of effec
tive attacks on the invasion fleet and interference with ener:y reinforce
ments and supplies.

These activities could not, of course, alter the course of the

battle. In effect, they tended to underline the results of developments
’.which, ever since the outset of the Eastern campaign, had forced a change
over to a defensive policy in the air. Our forces v/ere -dissipated by
expansion in the- East, South and West, and the increase in the number of

our aircraft in-no vway corresponded with the v/idening of the scale of

operation. Because of this, it was impossible to adhere to the basic

principle of beating the enei.iy Air Force before turning to the support of
ground forces.

Hence the ener.y Air Force could be countered neither in the

East, nor in the Mediterranean, nor in the Y/'est, From their experience
in the first years of the vwar the English built up a numerically vastly
superior Air Force, which wwas suited both to strategic and to close

support operations. They were able to employ their aircraft on a narrovw

front, along the sane lines as the Luftwaffe in the years 1939/40,

Our setbacks in the last years .were, therefore, the outcome of a

quantitatively and qualitatively inadequate aircraft production.
Invasion oould only succeed if the Allies had ovcrv/hcLuing air superiority.
Had our own Air Force been of equal strength, it would never have succeeded.

The

III.

Conclusions.

The use of the Verge It ungswaf fen (v vweapons) on England represents
a basic alteration in the future tactics of air warfar In an age of'V •

In vievw of pastrevolutionary discoveries, prophecies may seem dangerous,
events, however, it is quite clear that, particularly as far as the fierce

ness of the air war is concerned, everything depends on keeping the steadi
est nerves. V/e must use foresight in adopting the right technical princi
ples in order that we may have a reasonable hope of vwinning back that air
superiority so necessary for final victory.

Past developments in the German conduct of the air war are marked

by the changeover, under pressure of circumstances, from offensive to

defensive operations, Germany entered the war with superior armaicents but

/has
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has, for the nonent, lost those tochnical and natorial advantages v/hich
she had in 1939*

vron mastery of the air at the beginning of the v/ar.
condition necessary for the dov/nfall of the enemy in Poland, in Norv7ay, in
the llest and in the Balkans,

The rapid concentration of air po^Ter at crucial points
This v/as the

Tfith the start of the v/ar in the East and the simultaneous use

of the Luftwaffe in more than one theatre of v/ar, the change of policy set
Because of its loss

of air superiority the strategic Air Force v/as compelled to abandon its

proper function, despite clear recognition of the attendant drawbacks.

The change over to the defensive, brought about by enemy air superiority,
had become a fact.

in. The situation in the East provides an oxaiuple.

By themselves, the defeats thus suffered are not decisive,
is a characteristic of modem war, that the periods of apparent technical
stagnation are but the seed for a renewed resurgence of strength,
neath the surface,' no'w' things arc being bom from ceaseless toil and
research.

Imbued with new energy, it leads us onward once more to the offensive in
the air and hence to a decisive end.

It

Under

On the horizon arc sip-;ns of a nev/ period of tochnical progres

-
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